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ABSTRACT:
The number of applications involving unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) grew dramatically during the last decade. Despite such
incredible success, the use of drones is still quite limited in GNSS denied environment: indeed, the availability of a reliable GNSS
estimates of the drone position is still fundamental in order to enable most of the UAV applications. Given such motivations, in this
paper an alternative positioning system for UAVs, based on low cost ultra-wideband band (UWB) is considered. More specifically,
this work aims at assessing the positioning accuracy of UWB-based positioning thanks to the comparison with positions provided
by a motion capture (MoCap) system. Since the MoCap accuracy is much higher than that of the UWB system, it can be safely used
as a reference trajectory for the validation of UWB estimates. In the considered experiment the UWB system allowed to obtain a
root mean square error of 39.4 cm in 3D positioning based on the use of an adaptive extended Kalman filter, where the measurement
noise covariance was adaptively estimated.

1. INTRODUCTION
Thanks to the recent worldwide spread of drones and unmanned
aerial vehicle (UAV) applications (Baiocchi et al., 2018, Aicardi
et al., 2016, Tucci et al., 2019), the drone market dramatically
increased at a surprisingly fast rate in the last decade.
Most of the currently developed UAV applications take
advantage of the GNSS positioning system in order ensure the
safe and effective completion of UAV flight missions. Despite
the availability and reliability of GNSS positioning system is
usually ensured in most of outdoor applications in open spaces,
such condition can be restrictive in certain operating conditions,
in particular indoors or relatively close to high buildings, where
the unreliability of the GNSS system would prevent a safe
unmanned flight.
The quest for extending the usability of UAVs in such critical
operating conditions is stimulating the development of new
ubiquitous navigation, i.e. able to provide reliable vehicle
position estimates in any working case.
Most of the solutions proposed in the literature foresee
the integration of the inertial navigation system (INS) with
information provided by other sensors, such as cameras radar
(Mostafa et al., 2018), (Hrabar , Sukhatme, 2004), ultrasonic,
LiDAR and Ultra-Wide Band (UWB) systems (Tiemann et
al., 2015, Zahran et al., 2018). Some of such systems, such
as vision and LiDAR systems, in some cases can be used
for both navigation and mapping, which is for example the
simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) case (Whelan
et al., 2016). Despite nowadays SLAM is widely used, in
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particular in robotics, the usage of such sensors that enable also
mapping typically lead to higher computational burdens with
respect to positioning only sensors. This can be a limitation
in particular in the case of small and cheap UAVs, which are
typically provided with a hardware system supporting just a
quite limited computational power.
Motivated by the above considerations, among the available
systems that can be used for UAV positioning in indoor
environments, this work deals in particular with the use
of UWB positioning devices.
UWB devices are radio
transmitters/receivers typically characterized by the low energy
transmission over a large bandwidth, i.e. larger than 500
MHz (Kshetrimayum, 2009). UWB devices are usually small,
lightweight, low power consuming, and, their signal can be
used for quite accurate precise range measurements in a wide
range of working conditions. To be more specific, range
measurements between UWB devices is typically obtained
by means of time-of-flight measures (Gezici et al., 2005,
Hol, 2011), which clearly ensure their best accuracy in
clear-line-of-sight working conditions, i.e. when the line
connecting the two currently ranging devices is not obstructed
by any obstacle.
Despite certain more flexible configurations can be considered
as well (Koppanyi et al., 2018), a set of UWB devices, hereafter
named anchors, is commonly fixed at known positions. Then,
the goal of the UWB positioning system is typically that of
providing real-time estimates of the positions of some UWB
moving devices, hereafter called rovers (or tags), exploiting
the ranging measurements obtained by the anchors. A proper
calibration of the anchor UWB network infrastructure can
also be considered in order to improve the positioning system
performance (Perakis , Gikas, 2018, Toth et al., 2015).
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Exploiting the current ranging measurements between rover
and anchors, the position of moving UWB rovers can
be estimated by solving a trilateration geometric problem.
Actually, since the rover position should be tracked in real
time, the position estimates are often obtained by suitable
implementations of the Extended Kalman filter (Goel et al.,
2017).

minimize occlusions during normal flying conditions of more
UAVs and guarantee a reconstruction contribution of more than
eight cameras in all the available volume.
Given the very high accuracy of the MoCap system, in this work
its estimates are used as reference trajectory to be compared
with that provided by the UWB devices.

According to the results reported in several recently published
research papers, the positioning accuracy of UWB systems is
expected to be at decimeter level, however, there are quite
limited studies on their positioning performance in the case
of UAVs used in indoor environments, probably mostly due to
the difficulty of accurately measuring the real time position of
UAVs in such working conditions.
In order to assess the performance of a UWB system in UAV
indoor positioning, this work presents a comparison between
position estimates obtained by means of UWB devices with
those provided by a Motion Capture (MoCap) system.
The comparison is made in an indoor environment, in a 105 m3
flying arena. Since the MoCap system provides position
estimates with a much higher accuracy with respect to UWB,
its estimated trajectory is used as reference in order to validate
UWB one.

(a)

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
describes the used UWB and MoCap systems. Section 3
presents the considered approach, based on the use of an
adaptive Extended Kalman filter (Pointon et al., 2019, Akhlaghi
et al., 2017, Ding et al., 2007), for obtaining UAV position
estimates by means of UWB measurements. Then, the obtained
results are shown in Section 4 and, finally, some conclusions are
drawn in Section 5.

(b)

2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
In this work a Pozyx UWB rover is attached to a drone
(Figure 1(a)) and used to track the drone position thanks to
the range measurements provided by a set of four Pozyx UWB
anchors distributed in the room (Figure 1(b)).
Each Pozyx device is a quite low cost ($150 per device,
approximately) UWB radio transmitter/receiver. Pozyx UWB
devices are very portable, and in particular they are low weight
and small, which are very interesting characteristics in order
to use them in UAV applications. The maximum range is
approximately 100 m, which can be sufficient for enabling
UAV UWB-based positioning in not too much large areas. The
random part of the Pozyx UWB ranging error is relatively
small, whereas the systematic part is affected by several factors
(Masiero et al., 2017), and, in particular, it is environment
dependent (e.g. multi-path issues).
The drone position was simultaneously tracked also by a
Motion Capture BTS Smart-D system, composed by 12
photogrammetric IR cameras. Once properly calibrated, such
system provided drone position estimates at up to 100 Hz
(60 Hz in the considered case study), with a high position
accuracy (nominal accuracy better than 1 mm), by means of
robust triangulation algorithms (Masiero , Cenedese, 2012).
The flying arena (Fig. 1) measures 7 × 5 × 3 m3 and the 12
cameras are distributed on a rig around the perimeter so as to

Figure 1. The considered UAV (a), and a panoramic view
of the flying arena (b).

3. POSITION ESTIMATIONS BASED ON UWB
MEASUREMENTS
The UWB range measurement equation can be expressed as
follows:

yi,t = kqi − pt k + vi,t

where

(1)

yi,t = range measured at time t between rover and
anchor i
pt = rover position at time t
qi = position of the i-th anchor
vi,t = measurement error on yi,t

vi,t is composed by a systematic and by a random part, and, in
practice, it is influenced by several factors, such as the UWB
device synchronization error, multi-path issues.

The UWB rover position is obtained by means of an extended
Kalman filter (EKF), where the linearized version of (1) is used
as measurement equation.
The rover dynamic is modeled as follows:

xt+∆t = Axt + wt
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pt
xt =
ṗt
ṗt = rover velocityat time t
I ∆t2 I
A=
0
I
I = identity matrix
wt = zero-mean random noise with covariance
∆t2 Q


where

4. RESULTS
In this section, the considered EKF approaches for computing
UWB-based UAV position estimates are compared with those
obtained by the MoCap system
The comparison is done on a 300 s flight, whose reference
trajectory, provided by the MoCap, is shown in Fig. 2.

It is worth to notice that the UWB range measurement from
the available anchors are collected at different time instants
by the rover: in the considered implementation, the Pozyx
rover iteratively try to communicate with each of the anchors
in a loop, and, a range measurement is stored after each
rover-anchor interaction, if available. The time delay between
two received range measurements is in the considered system
approximately 0.02 s, whereas ranges from the i-th anchor (for
any value of i) are checked approximately every 0.1 s seconds.
Consequently, at least two alternative options can be considered
for the implementation of the EKF:
A) Each range measurement can be processed in the EKF just
after its availability.
B) All range measurements in the same loop are processed
together. It is worth to notice that, despite this is not
the case of the considered implementation, if at least four
ranges are available a 3D position can also be computed
without considering prior information about the rover
position (and about its dynamic).

Figure 2. UAV position tracked by the MoCap system.
Fig. 3 shows a comparison of the reference UAV trajectory with
that obtained by means of the UAV system (in the EKF1 case).

Furthermore, two different options are considered for the range
measurement noise (which in both the cases is assumed to
be a zero-mean process): use a constant (pre-set) value for
the variance of the range measurement noise, or adapt its
covariance matrix according to the real system measurements.
The second approach, which is similar to those presented
in (Pointon et al., 2019, Akhlaghi et al., 2017, Ding et al.,
2007), clearly allows a better flexibility and adaptability to the
current working conditions. In particular, the measurement
noise covariance shall be updated (for instance using a proper
forgetting factor (Akhlaghi et al., 2017)) by means of the
residuals :
t,i = yt,i − kqi − p̂t|t k

(3)

where p̂t|t is the rover position at time t estimated by the EKF
by using the measurement yt,i .
In practice, the following four EKF cases, obtained by
combining the alternative options mentioned above, are
considered in the following section:

Figure 3. Comparison of UWB estimated positions (blue)
with reference ones (red).
The root mean square error (for the 3D position estimates, for
the horizontal and vertical position error) and the maximum
(absolute) error along the x and y directions are reported in the
Table 1 for all the considered cases.

• EKF1: processing each UWB range measurement when it
is available with pre-set constant measurement noise.
• Adapt.EKF1: the same as EKF1, but with measurement
variance noise adaptively estimated (separately for each
anchor).

EKF1
Adapt.EKF1
EKF2
Adapt.EKF2

RMS
3D

RMS
2D

RMS
z

max
err x

max
err y

47.1
42.0
42.7
39.4

34.3
32.4
30.3
28.9

32.3
26.8
30.0
26.8

74.5
78.1
82.7
86.5

76.2
95.7
69.6
87.5

• EKF2: processing UWB range measurements at the end of
each loop, i.e. when new measurements from all anchors
can also be available. Noise covariance is constant.

Table 1. UWB positioning errors [cm].

• Adapt.EKF2: the same as EKF2, but with measurement
covariance noise adaptively estimated.

Furthermore, Fig. 4, 5, 6 and 7 show the estimated position
errors along the three directions for all the considered cases.
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Figure 4. Errors on the UWB position estimates in the
EKF1 case.

Figure 7. Errors on the UWB position estimates in the
Adapt.EKF2 case.

Figure 5. Errors on the UWB position estimates in the
Adapt.EKF1 case.

Figure 8. HDOP.
5. CONCLUSIONS
The results obtained in the considered experiment show that
the use of an adaptive measurement noise covariance allows
to slightly improve the performance of the UWB positioning
system.

Figure 6. Errors on the UWB position estimates in the
EKF2 case.
Finally, similarly to the GPS case, Fig. 8 shows the horizontal
dilution of precision (HDOP) according to the geometry of the
considered UWB positioning system (evaluated at 1.5 m of
altitude with respect to the ground, which is half of the height
of the flying arena).

Processing each UWB measurement just after its arrival allows
to take into account of the different time of arrivals of the
different range measurements: despite should take to some
advantages, in practice, processing together the ranges available
after checking in a loop from all the anchors allowed in
the considered case study to obtain better results. In such
case the different times of arrival of the range measurements
have been discarded, however, since the maximum velocity
used in such small indoor environment has been quite limited
(approximately 2 m/s on the rectilinear parts of the trajectory,
with few exceptions at higher velocities), such approximation
led to a relatively small error in this experiment. When the
UAV can reach higher velocities (e.g. in larger areas/rooms)
taking into consideration of the different time of availability of
the range measurements (such as in EKF1 and Adapt.EKF1)
may lead to some advantage.
Maximum errors in the considered experiment are typically
close to UAV changes of the moving direction, and associated
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to relatively large measurement errors, i.e. when both the UAV
dynamic and range measurements do not allow to properly deal
with the change of moving direction. Actually, such errors are
quite clear for instance on the bottom-left of Fig. 3: it is worth
to notice that such areas is also one of those where the DOP has
a higher value (Fig. 8), hence the geometric configuration of the
UWB anchors is not particularly well suited for estimating the
drone position in such area.
To conclude, the results obtained in the considered comparison
show that adaptive EKF can be used in order to obtain UAV
3D position estimates in real time with accuracy (in our
experiment) at 40 cm level (30 cm for what concerns the 2D
position).
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